
  Schur - Innovation in Packaging

Innovative
Packaging 
Solutions

Fish & Seafood

We help to protect and sell your products



The Schur ®Star Concept

Why Schur ®Star

 The most flexible solution available

 Run multiple bag formats without  
additional tooling costs

 Quick change-over times to run multiple  
products on just one line

 No set-up times

 Differentiation by superior graphic design 
and bag quality

 Customisation - Easy to integrate into your  
existing processes

 For manual, semi- and fully automatic 
filling

 Wide range of innovative shapes and  
functionalities

Simplicity without compromise

Innovative bag design High quality bag printing

Professional bag makingFlexible packaging machine

√ Technical design

√ Artwork

√ In-house pre-press

√ Premium printing technologies

√ Bag lamination

√ High quality management

√ Multi functionalities

√ Unique design features

√ Innovative bag shapes

The Schur ®Star Concept

The Schur ®Star Concept consists of the 

Schur ®Star Packaging machine and the 

pre-made Schur ®Star bags supplied to 

our customers linked together on a unique 

string.

It is all about adding flexibility to and 

removing complexity from our customers‘ 

production facilities.

The Schur ®Star bags can be made to meet 

all possible functionalities needed, including 

all types of barrier capacities.

Schur ®Star machines are easy to integrate 

into existing operations or can be a full 

stand-alone solution.



Premium Flexible Packaging Solutions

Our wide range of bag designs addresses the 

needs of consumers and producers at the same

time. A Schur ®Star bag will make a difference and

combines features like:

	Superior shelf presence

	Higher consumer attention

	Re-seal strip for multi use

Simplicity without compromise

Fish & Seafood Packaging Solutions

Attractive packaging solutions for all market segments



Schur ®Star Packaging Technology

“ Less complexity and more flexibility ”
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Schur ®Star 3025-C
Capacity: Up-to 60 bags/min

Format: Max W = 300 L = 450 mm 
 Min W = 100 L = 100 mm

Schur ®Star 2060-C

Capacity: Up-to 80 bags/min

Format: Max W = 450 L = 500 mm 
 Min W = 100 L = 100 mm


